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Web mining has become a very important research topic in the ﬁeld of data mining due to the vast amount of world
wide web services in recent years. The fuzzy and the object concepts have also been very popular and used in a variety of
applications, especially for complex data description. This paper thus proposes a new fuzzy object-oriented web mining
algorithm to derive fuzzy knowledge from object data log on web servers. Each web page itself is thought of as a class,
and each web page browsed by a client is thought of as an instance. Instances with the same class (web page) may have
diﬀerent quantitative attribute values since they may appear in diﬀerent clients. The proposed fuzzy mining algorithm can
be divided into two main phases. The ﬁrst phase is called the fuzzy intra-page mining phase, in which the linguistic large
itemsets associated with the same classes (pages) but with diﬀerent attributes are derived. Each linguistic large itemset
found in this phase is then thought of as a composite item used in phase 2. The second phase is called the fuzzy inter-page
mining phase, in which the large sequences are derived and used to represent the relationship among diﬀerent web pages.
Both the intra-page linguistic association rules and inter-page linguistic browsing patterns can thus be easily derived by the
proposed algorithm at the same time. An example is given to illustrate the proposed algorithm. Experimental results also
show the eﬀects of the parameters used in the algorithm.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The rapid development of computer technology, especially increased capacities and decreased costs of stor-
age media, has led businesses to store huge amounts of external and internal information in large databases at
low cost. Mining useful information and helpful knowledge from these large databases has thus evolved into
an important research area. Due to the vast amounts of data in websites, data mining has recently been used0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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three classes: web-structure mining, web-content mining and web-usage mining [12]. Web-structure mining
analyzes web structures from hyperlinks in web pages, web-content mining focuses on information discovery
from sources across the world wide web, and web-usage mining emphasizes on automatic discovery of user
access patterns from web servers.
In the past, several web-mining approaches for ﬁnding sequential patterns and user-interested information
from the world wide web were proposed [6,7,10,11]. Chen and Sycara proposed the WebMate system to keep
track of user interests from the contents of the web pages browsed. It could help users easily search data from
WWW [7]. Chen et al. mined path-traversal patterns by ﬁrst ﬁnding the maximal forward references form log
data and then obtaining the large reference sequences according to the occurring numbers of the maximal for-
ward references [6]. Cohen et al. sampled only portions of the server logs to extract user access patterns, which
were then grouped as volumes [10]. Files in a volume could then be fetched together to increase the eﬃciency
of a web server. Many researches about this topic are still in progress.
Recently, the fuzzy and the object concepts have been very popular and used in diﬀerent applications, espe-
cially for complex data description. Fuzzy set theory was ﬁrst proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [24]. It is primarily
concerned with quantifying and reasoning using natural language in which words can have ambiguous mean-
ings [13,16,22]. This can be thought of as an extension of traditional crisp sets, in which each element must
either be in or not in a set. A special notation is often used in the literature to represent fuzzy sets. Assume
that x1 to xn are the elements in fuzzy set A, and l1 to ln are, respectively, their grades of membership in
A. A is then usually represented as follows:A ¼ l1=x1 þ l2=x2 þ    þ ln=xn:
The scalar cardinality of a fuzzy set A deﬁned on a ﬁnite universal set X is the summation of the membership
grades of all the elements of X in A. These concepts will be used in the proposed algorithm to ﬁnd linguistic
association rules. For example, the quantities and the prices of the items sold in a web page may be numerical
or linguistic. It is thus very suitable to use fuzzy sets to represent them. As to the object concept, an object
represents an instance with several related attribute values and methods integrated together. They have widely
applied in the ﬁelds such as databases, software engineering, knowledge representation [8,9], geographic infor-
mation systems, and even computer architecture [17,21].
In the past, web mining is usually performed for inducing association rules and sequential patterns from log
data. In this paper, we will try to generalize it and propose an object-oriented fuzzy mining algorithm to derive
linguistic knowledge from quantitative object log data on web servers. The browsed pages recorded in a log
are used to analyze users’ browsing behavior. Since each web page has several quantitative attributes, the
object-oriented concepts are used here to process them and to form both intra-page association rules and
inter-page browsing patterns. The proposed algorithm is divided into two main phases, one for linguistic
intra-page association rules, and the other for linguistic inter-page association rules. The ﬁrst phase is called
the fuzzy intra-page mining phase, in which the association rules within the same classes (pages) are divided.
Each large itemset found in this phase can be thought of as a composite item used in phase 2. The second
phase is called the fuzzy inter-page mining phase, in which the browsing relations among diﬀerent web pages
are derived. Both the linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns can
thus be easily derived by the proposed algorithm at the same time. Two apriori-like [4] procedures are adopted
to ﬁnd the two kinds of knowledge. Experiments are also made to show the eﬀect of the proposed algorithm.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Related mining algorithms are reviewed in
Section 2. The object-oriented concept is introduced in Section 3. The proposed object-oriented web mining
algorithm for both linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns is
described in Section 4. An example to illustrate the proposed algorithm is given in Section 5. Experimental
results are described in Section 6. Conclusion and future work are given in Section 7.
2. Review of related mining approaches
Data mining applies nontrivial procedures for identifying eﬀective, coherent, potentially useful, and previ-
ously unknown patterns in large databases. Years of eﬀort in data mining has produced a variety of eﬃcient
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working on transactional databases, temporal databases, relational databases, and multimedia databases,
among others. Depending on the classes of knowledge sought, mining approaches may be classiﬁed as ﬁnding
association rules, classiﬁcation rules, clustering rules, and sequential patterns, among others. Among them,
ﬁnding useful association rules and sequential patterns is especially important to real applications.
An association rule is an expression X! Y, where X is a set of items and Y is usually a single item. It means
in the set of transactions, if all the items in X exist in a transaction, then Y is also in the transaction with a high
probability. For example, assume whenever customers in a supermarket buy bread and drink, they will also
buy fruit. From the transactions kept in the supermarkets, an association rule ‘‘bread and drink! fruit’’ will
be mined out.
In the past, Agrawal and his co-workers proposed several mining algorithms based on the concept of large
itemsets to ﬁnd association rules in transaction data [1–4,14,18–20]. They divided the mining process into two
phases. In the ﬁrst phase, candidate itemsets were generated and counted by scanning the transaction data. If
the ratio of an itemset appearing in the transactions was larger than a predeﬁned threshold value (called min-
imum support), the itemset was considered a large itemset. Itemsets containing only one item were ﬁrst pro-
cessed. Large itemsets containing only single items were then combined to form candidate itemsets containing
two items. This process was repeated until all large itemsets had been found. In the second phase, association
rules were induced from the large itemsets found in the ﬁrst phase. All possible association combinations for
each large itemset were formed, and those with calculated conﬁdence values larger than a predeﬁned threshold
(called minimum conﬁdence) were output as association rules.
A sequential pattern is an expression X 1 ! X 2 !    ! Xn, where Xi is a set of items. It means in the given
set of transactions, if a customer buys all the items in X1 at some time, then he will buy all the items in X2 at
some other time with a high probability. Similarly, the customer will sequentially buy all the items in X3 to Xn
with a high probability.
Agrawal and Srikant proposed the AprioriAll mining approach to mine sequential patterns from a set of
transactions [3]. Five phases were included in this approach. In the ﬁrst phase, the transactions were sorted
ﬁrst by customer ID as the major key and then by transaction time as the minor key. This phase thus
converted the original transactions into customer sequences. In the second phase, the set of all large itemsets
were found from the customer sequences by comparing their counts with a predeﬁned support threshold. This
phase was similar to the process of mining association rules. Note that when an itemset occurred more than
one time in a customer sequence, it was counted only once for this customer sequence. In the third phase, each
large itemset was mapped to a contiguous integer and the original customer sequences were transformed into
the mapped integer sequences. In the fourth phase, the set of transformed integer sequences were used to ﬁnd
large sequences among them. In the ﬁfth phase, the maximally large sequences were then derived and output to
users.
As to fuzzy mining, Hong et al. proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm to mine fuzzy rules from quantitative
data [15]. They transformed each quantitative item into a fuzzy set and used fuzzy operations to ﬁnd fuzzy
rules. Cai et al. proposed weighted mining to reﬂect diﬀerent importance to diﬀerent items [5]. Each item
was attached a numerical weight given by users. Weighted supports and weighted conﬁdences were then
deﬁned to determine interesting association rules. Yue et al. then extended their concepts to fuzzy item vectors
[23]. Many related researches are still in progress.
In this paper, both linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns are to
be derived from quantitative object-oriented web pages. A fuzzy object-oriented mining algorithm is proposed,
which extends the above concepts to solve the desired problem.3. Concept of object-oriented data
A primitive object-oriented data is called an object or an instance, each inheriting its characteristics from a
super object, called class. A class deﬁnes the basic structure of objects with common properties, including attri-
butes, default values, and methods. The roles of classes and instances in an object-oriented data set are like
those that schema and tuples play in a relational database.
class name
attribute 1
attribute 2
.
.
.
attribute n
method 1
method 2
.
.
.
method m
message response
Fig. 1. Structure of a typical class.
pc_diy.htm
1. credit card financing
(with payment)
2.  door-to-door delivery service
3.  popular commodity
4.  free samples
1.  confirmation
2.  acknowledgement
Fig. 2. An example of the class ‘‘pc_diy.htm’’.
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name, the attributes and the methods. The class name is an identiﬁer used to identify a class, the attributes are
used to represent the characteristics of a class, and the methods are used to implement the operations and func-
tions of a class.
In this paper, an object-oriented log data on a web server is a browsed web page, which is represented as an
object or an instance. Note that each web page itself (or page ﬁlename) is thought of as a class, which have
several attributes, and each web page browsed by a client is thought of as an instance. Instances with the same
class (ﬁlename) may have diﬀerent attribute values since they may come from diﬀerent clients.
An example for a class (page) is given in Fig. 2 to illustrate the above concept. The web page is designed for
the sale of DIY goods of PC. The class name is speciﬁed as ‘‘pc_diy.htm’’. It includes four attributes, respec-
tively being credit card ﬁnancing (with payments), door-to-door delivery service, popular commodity, and free
samples. It also has two methods, conﬁrmation and acknowledgement. Each client may input diﬀerent values
when buying goods from the web page.
4. The fuzzy object-oriented web mining algorithm
In this section, an algorithm is proposed for discovering both linguistic intra-page association rules and lin-
guistic inter-page browsing patterns from quantitative objected-oriented web log data. The notation used in
the algorithm is ﬁrst explained below:Notation
D the set of extracted web log data
Di the browsing sequence of the ith client
n the number of browsing sequences
w the number of web pages (classes)
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Ij the jth web page (class), 1 6 j 6 w
Ak the kth attribute, 1 6 k 6 m
Ij . Ak the kth attribute of the jth web page
|Ij . Ak| the number of fuzzy regions for Ij . Ak
Rjkl the lth fuzzy region of Ij . Ak, 1 6 l 6 |Ij . Ak|
vðiÞjk the quantitative value of Ij . Ak in Di
f ðiÞjk the fuzzy set converted from v
ðiÞ
jk
f ðiÞjkl the membership value of v
ðiÞ
jk in region Rjkl
countjkl the summation of f
ðiÞ
jkl ; i ¼ 1 to n
supportjkl the support of f
ðiÞ
jkl ; i ¼ 1 to n
a the predeﬁned minimum support value
k the predeﬁned minimum conﬁdence value
Cr the set of candidate itemsets with r intra-page items
Lr the set of large itemsets with r intra-page items
C0z the set of candidate sequences with z inter-page composite items
L0z the set of large sequences with z inter-page composite items.
Quantitative log data in a web site are used to derive linguistic knowledge on that site. Only the log data
with .asp, .htm, .html, .jva and .cgi are considered home pages and used to analyze the mining behavior. The
other ﬁles such as .jpg and .gif are thought of as inclusion in home pages and are omitted. The number of ﬁles
to be analyzed can thus be reduced.
Many ﬁelds exist in a log schema. Among them, the ﬁelds date, time, client-ip and ﬁle-name are used in the
mining process. Besides, the attributes to be handled can be obtained from the log ﬁle or other ﬁles. For exam-
ple, the attributes may be the quantities of the items to be sold in a web page, the item prices, the browsing
time for a page, paying by credit cards or not, among others. Their attribute values may be binary or numeric.
Binary values may be thought of as a special case of fuzzy values. In this paper, the attributes in each page
(class) are assumed to be numeric, fuzzy concepts are used here to process them and to form linguistic terms.
Since each web page has several attributes, the fuzzy object-oriented concepts are used here to process them
and to form both fuzzy intra-page association rules and inter-page browsing patterns.
The proposed fuzzy object-oriented web mining algorithm can be divided into two main phases. The ﬁrst
phase is called the fuzzy intra-page mining phase, in which the linguistic large itemsets associated with the
same classes (pages) but with diﬀerent attributes are divided. The phase can ﬁnd out the linguistic association
relation within the same pages. Each large itemset found in this phase can then be thought of as a composite
item used in phase 2. The second phase is called the fuzzy inter-page mining phase, in which the large itemsets
from the composite items are obtained to get linguistic browsing relations among diﬀerent web pages. Both the
linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns can thus be easily derived by
the proposed algorithm at the same time. The details of the proposed algorithm are described below.
The fuzzy object-oriented web mining algorithm:
INPUT: A set of w pages (classes) with m attributes, a set of log data, each with some browsed pages and
their attribute values, a set of membership functions, a predeﬁned minimum support value a, and
a predeﬁned conﬁdence value k.
OUTPUT: A set of fuzzy intra-page association rules and inter-page browsing patterns.
STEP 1: Select the transactions with ﬁle names including .asp, .htm, .html, .jva .cgi and closing connection
from the log data. Denote the resulting log data as D.
STEP 2: Form an object-oriented browsing sequence Dj for each client cj by sequentially listing his/her nj
browsed pages with their attribute values, until a closing connection symbol is met.
STEP 3: Transform the quantitative value vðiÞjk of each item attribute Ij . Ak in the ith client’s browsing
sequence Di into a fuzzy set f
ðiÞ
jk represented as:
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Rjk1
þ f
ðiÞ
jk2
Rjk2
þ    þ f
ðiÞ
jkp
Rjkp
 !
using the given membership functions, where i = 1 to n, Ij is the jth web page (class), 1 6 j 6 w;Ak
is the kth attribute, 1 6 k 6 m;Rjkl is the lth fuzzy region of attribute Ij :Ak; f ðiÞjkl is v
ðiÞ
jk ’s fuzzy
membership value in region Rjkl, and p is the number of fuzzy regions for Ij . Ak.
STEP 4: Set the membership value f ðiÞjkl of each fuzzy region Rjkl in a browsing sequence Di as the maximum
of all f ðiÞjkl values if more than one Rjkl appear in Di.
STEP 5: Calculate the scalar cardinality of each fuzzy attribute region Rjkl in all the browsing sequences as
its count. That is:countjkl ¼
Xn
i¼1
f ðiÞjkl :STEP 6: Calculate the support of each attribute region Rjkl as:supportjkl ¼ countjkl=n;
where n is the number of browsing sequences.STEP 7: Check whether the supportjkl of each fuzzy region Rjkl is larger than or equal to the predeﬁned
minimum support value a. If supportjkl satisﬁes the condition, put Rjkl in the set of large 1-itemsets
(L1). That is,L1 ¼ fRjkljsupportjkl P a; 1 6 l 6 p; 1 6 k 6 m; 1 6 j 6 wg:
STEP 8: If L1 is null, then exit the algorithm; otherwise, do the next step.
STEP 9: Set r = 1, where r is the number of items in the itemsets currently being processed.
STEP 10: Generate the candidate set Cr+1 from Lr in a way similar to that in the apriori algorithm [4] except
that r  1 items of two itemsets to be processed in Lr must have the same classes (pages).
STEP 11: Do the following substeps for each newly formed (r+1)-itemset s with items ðs1; s2; . . . ; srþ1Þ in
Cr+1:
(a) Calculate the fuzzy value of s in each client’s browsing sequence Di as:f ðiÞs ¼ f ðiÞs1 \ f ðiÞs2 \    \ f ðiÞsrþ1 ;
where f ðiÞsj is the membership value of the fuzzy region sj in Di and all the fuzzy regions in s
must appear in the same transaction. If the minimum operator is used for the intersection,
then:
f ðiÞs ¼ Min
rþ1
j¼1
f ðiÞsj :(b) Set the membership value f ðiÞs of s in each browsing sequence Di as the maximum of all f
ðiÞ
s
values if more than one s appear in Di.
(c) Calculate the scalar cardinality of s in all the browsing sequences as its count. That is:counts ¼
Xn
i¼1
f ðiÞs ;
where n is the number of browsing sequences.
(d) Calculate the support of s as:supports ¼ counts=n:
(e) If supports is larger than or equal to the predeﬁned minimum support value a, put s in Lr+1.STEP 12: If Lr+1 is null, then do the next step; otherwise, set r = r + 1 and repeat STEPs 10 and 11.
STEP 13: Each large itemset found so far is then thought of as a composite item and is put in the fuzzy inter-
page large 1-sequence ðL01Þ.
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sequences currently being processed.
STEP 15: Generate the candidate set C0zþ1 from L
0
z in a way similar to that in the aprioriall algorithm [4].
Restated, the algorithm generates the candidates under the condition that z  1 items of two
sequences in L 0z are the same and with the same orders. Diﬀerent permutations represent diﬀerent
candidates. The algorithm then keeps in C0zþ1 the sequences which have all their sub-sequences of
length z existing in L0z.
STEP 16: Do the following substeps for each newly formed fuzzy (z+1)-sequences s with composite items
ðs1; s2; . . . ; szþ1Þ in C0zþ1:
(a) Calculate the fuzzy value of s in each client’s browsing sequence data Di as:f ðiÞs ¼ f ðiÞs1 \ f ðiÞs2 \    \ f ðiÞszþ1 ;
where f ðiÞsj is the membership value of composite item sj in Di. If the minimum operator is used
for the intersection, then:
f ðiÞs ¼ Min
zþ1
j¼1
f ðiÞsj :(b) Set the membership value f ðiÞs of s in each browsing sequence Di as the maximum of all f
ðiÞ
s
values if more than one combination of s appear in Di.
(c) Calculate the scalar cardinality of s in the customer sequences as its count:counts ¼
Xn
i¼1
f ðiÞs ;
where n is the number of browsing sequences.
(d) Calculate the support of each s as:supports ¼ counts=n:
(e) If supports is larger than or equal to the predeﬁned minimum support value a, put s in L
0
zþ1 .STEP 17: If L0zþ1 is null, do the next step; otherwise, set z = z + 1 and repeat STEPs 15 and 16.
STEP 18: Derive the fuzzy intra-page association rules for any large q-itemset s with items
ðs1; s2; . . . ; sqÞ; qP 2, from the large itemsets L2 to Lr, using the following substeps:
(a) Form all possible association rules as follows:s1 \    \ st1 \ stþ1 \    \ sq ! st; t ¼ 1 to q:
(b) Calculate the conﬁdence values of all association rules by:conf s ¼
Pn
i¼1f
ðiÞ
stPn
i¼1ðf ðiÞs1 \    \ f ðiÞst1 \ f ðiÞstþ1 \    \ f ðiÞsq Þ
:(c) Calculate the conﬁdence values of all association rules by: Output the rules with conﬁdence
values larger than or equal to the predeﬁned conﬁdence threshold k.STEP 19: Derive the maximally large inter-page sequences from the large sequences L02 to L
0
z as the browsing
patterns.
After STEP 19, the two kinds of fuzzy intra-page association rules and inter-page browsing patterns are
found from the given set of quantitative object-oriented web transactions.5. An example
In this section, an example is given to illustrate the proposed fuzzy object-oriented web mining algorithm.
This is a simple example to show how the proposed algorithm can be used to generate fuzzy intra-page
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ver. Assume a part of the log data are shown in Table 1.
Each transaction in the log data includes ﬁelds date, time, client-ip, server-ip, server-port and ﬁle-name,
among others. Only one ﬁle name is contained in each transaction. For example, the user with the client-ip
203.66.10.128 browsed the page component.htm at 05:39:56 on October 1st, 2005. Also assume each web page
has four quantitative attributes, represented as A1 to A4, which keep each client’s related information to a web
page. For example, the attributes may be the quantities of the items to be sold in a web page, the item prices,
the browsing time for a page, paying by credit cards or not, among others. Their attribute values may be bin-
ary or numeric. Binary values may be thought of as a special case of fuzzy values. In this example, assume four
quantitative attributes representing the quantities of four items are used to illustrate the proposed algorithm
for simplicity. For the log data shown in Table 1, the fuzzy membership functions for the quantitative attri-
bute values are shown in Fig. 3.
In the example, all the four attributes are assumed to be with the same membership functions for simplicity.
Note that attributes with diﬀerent membership functions can also be managed in a similar way. In Fig. 3, each
attribute has three fuzzy regions: Low, Middle and High. Three fuzzy membership values are thus produced
for each attribute according to the predeﬁned membership functions. For the transaction data shown in Table
1, the proposed fuzzy object-oriented web mining algorithm proceeds as follows.Table 1
A part of the log data used in the example
Date Time Client-ip Server-ip Server-port File-name . . .
01-10-2005 05:39:56 203.66.10.128 203.66.10.2 80 component.htm . . .
01-10-2005 05:40:08 203.66.10.128 203.66.10.2 80 home-bg1.jpg . . .
01-10-2005 05:40:10 203.66.10.128 203.66.10.2 80 line1.gif . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:40:26 203.66.10.128 203.66.10.2 80 waste.asp . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:40:52 203.66.10.82 203.66.10.2 80 peripheral.htm . . .
01-10-2005 05:40:53 203.66.10.82 203.66.10.2 80 line1.gif . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:41:08 203.66.10.128 203.66.10.2 80 peripheral.htm . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:48:38 203.66.10.44 203.66.10.2 80 closing connection . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:48:53 203.66.10.20 203.66.10.2 80 peripheral.htm . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:50:13 203.66.10.20 203.66.10.2 80 storage.asp . . .
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
01-10-2005 05:53:33 203.66.10.20 203.66.10.2 80 closing connection . . .
Membership value
0        1     6 11  Quantity
1
Low   Middle                      High
Fig. 3. The membership functions used in the example.
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ing. Only the ﬁelds date, time, client-ip and ﬁle-name are kept. Besides, the attribute values to be handled can
be obtained from the ﬁle or other ﬁles. Assume in this example, six clients log in the web server and ﬁve web
pages including pc_diy.htm, component.htm, storage.asp, peripheral.htm and waste.asp are browsed. The web
pages (with their attribute values) browsed by a client are listed as an object-oriented browsing sequence until
a closing connection symbol is met. Assume the ﬁve web pages pc_diy.htm, component.htm, storage.asp, periph-
eral.htm and waste.asp are mapped into I1 to I5, and the client-ips are mapped into integers for convenience.
Assume the resulting object-oriented browsing sequences after Step 2 are shown in Table 2, where Ij . Ak:vjk
represents that the page Ij is with the selected attribute Ak and A
0
ks quantative value is vjk.
The quantitative values of the item attributes in each customer sequence are transformed into fuzzy sets.
Take the item attribute I2 Æ A1 in the ﬁrst customer sequence as an example. The value of the attribute A1
in Item I2 is 2, and is converted into a fuzzy set (0.8/Low + 0.2/Middle + 0.0/High) according to the given
membership functions. This step is repeated for the other transactions and item attributes, with the results
shown in Table 3.
If a fuzzy region appears more than once in a browsing sequence, then its maximum membership value in
the browsing sequence is used. Take the fuzzy region I4 Æ A1 Æ High for client 2 as an example. Its membership
value is max(1.0, 0.8), which is 1.0. The scalar cardinality of each fuzzy attribute region in all the browsing
sequences is calculated. Take the fuzzy region I2 Æ A1 Æ Low as an example. Its scalar cardinality =
(0.8 + 1.0 + 0.0 + 0.8 + 1.0 + 0.8) = 4.4.Table 2
The object-oriented browsing sequences in this example
Client ID Browsed web pages Browsed web pages with their attributes
1 I2; I5; I4; I3 ðI2  A1 : 2; I2  A2 : 11; I2  A3 : 7Þ; ðI5  A2 : 5; I5  A3 : 16Þ; ðI4  A1 : 13; I4  A3 : 6Þ;
ðI3  A1 : 10; I3  A3 : 14Þ
2 I4; I2; I4; I3 ðI4  A1 : 16; I4  A3 : 5Þ; ðI2  A1 : 1; I2  A2 : 10; I2  A3 : 6Þ; ðI4  A1 : 10; I4  A3 : 5Þ;
ðI3  A1 : 1; I3  A3 : 12Þ
3 I1; I4 ðI1  A1 : 7; I1  A2 : 10; I1  A3 : 1; I1  A4 : 3Þ; ðI4  A1 : 10; I4  A3 : 7Þ
4 I2; I3; I4; I2; I3 ðI2  A1 : 2; I2  A2 : 15; I2  A3 : 5Þ; ðI3  A1 : 13; I3  A3 : 15; I3  A4 : 5Þ; ðI4  A1 : 11Þ;
ðI2  A1 : 2; I2  A2 : 15; I2  A3 : 5Þ; ðI3  A1 : 13; I3  A3 : 15; I3  A4 : 5Þ
5 I4; I2; I3 ðI4  A3 : 7Þ; ðI2  A1 : 1; I2  A2 : 10Þ; ðI3  A1 : 1; I3  A3 : 10; I3  A4 : 7Þ
6 I4; I3; I5; I2 ðI4  A1 : 12Þ; ðI3  A3 : 15; I3  A4 : 6Þ; ðI5  A2 : 8; I5  A3 : 4Þ;
ðI2  A1 : 2; I2  A2 : 19; I2  A3 : 7Þ
Table 3
The fuzzy sets of the web page attributes transformed from Table 2
Client
ID
Fuzzy sets
1 0:8I2 A1 Low þ 0:2I2 A1Middle ; 1:0I2 A2 High ; 0:8I2A3 Middleþ 0:2I2A3 High
 
; 0:2I5 A2 Lowþ 0:8I5A2 Middle ; 1:0I5 A3 High
 
; 1:0I4 A1 High ;
1:0
I4 A3 Middle
 
;
0:2
I3 A1 Middleþ 0:8I3 A1 High ; 1:0I3A3 High
 
2 1:0I4 A1 High ;
0:2
I4A3 Lowþ 0:8I4 A3 Middle
 
; 1:0I2A1 Low ;
0:2
I2A2 Middleþ 0:8I2A2 High ; 1:0I2 A3Middle
 
; 0:2I4 A1 Middleþ 0:8I4 A1 High ; 0:2I4 A3 Lowþ 0:8I4 A3 Middle
 
;
1:0
I3 A1 Low ;
1:0
I3 A3 High
 
3 0:8I1 A1 Middleþ 0:2I1 A1 High ; 0:2I1A2 Middleþ 0:8I1 A2 High ; 1:0I1 A3 Low ; 0:6I1 A4 Lowþ 0:4I1A4 Middle
 
; 0:2I4 A1 Middle
0:8
I4 A1High ;
0:8
I4 A3 Middleþ 0:2I4 A3 High
 
4 0:8I2 A1 Low þ 0:2I2 A1Middle ; 1:0I2 A2 High ; 0:2I2A3 Lowþ 0:8I2 A3 Middle
 
; 0:8I3A1 Lowþ 0:2I3 A1 Middle ; 1:0I3A3 High ; 0:2I3 A4Lowþ 0:8I3A4 Middle
 
; 1:0I4 A1High
 
;
0:8
I2 A1 Low þ 0:2I2 A1Middle ; 1:0I2 A2 High ; 0:2I2A3 Lowþ 0:8I2 A3 Middle
 
; 0:8I3A1 Lowþ 0:2I3 A1 Middle ; 1:0I3A3 High ; 0:2I3 A4Lowþ 0:8I3A4 Middle
 
5 0:8I4 A3 Middleþ 0:2I4 A3 High
 
; 1:0I2 A1 Low ;
0:2
I2A2 Middleþ 0:8I2A2 High
 
; 1:0I3 A1 High ;
0:2
I3 A3 Middleþ 0:8I3 A3 High ; 0:8I3 A4Middleþ 0:2I3 A4High
 
6 1:0I4 A1 High
 
; 1:0I3A3 High ;
1:0
I3 A4 Middle
 
; 0:6I5 A2 Middleþ 0:4I5 A2 High ; 0:4I5 A3 Lowþ 0:6I5 A3 Middle
 
; 0:8I2 A1 Lowþ 0:2I2 A1 Middle ; 1:0I2 A2 High ; 0:8I2 A3 Middleþ 0:2I2 A3 High
 
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then checked against the predeﬁned minimum support value a. Assume in this example, a is set at 40%. The
large fuzzy regions are shown in Table 4.
The candidate set Cr+1 is formed from Lr such that r  1 items of two itemsets to be processed in Lr must
have the same classes (pages). Note that for r = 1, any two itemsets to be processed in L1 must have the same
classes. In this case, it can be explained as if the empty items (0 items) in the two 1-itemsets have the same
classes. For this example, C2 is thus generated from L1 as follows: (I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A2 Æ High), (I2 Æ A1 Æ Low,
I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle), (I2 Æ A2 Æ High, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle), (I3 Æ A3 Æ High, I3 Æ A4 Æ Middle) and (I4 Æ A1 Æ High,
I4 Æ A3 Æ Middle). The following substeps are executed for each newly formed candidate itemset. The fuzzy
membership value of a candidate 2-itemset in each client’s browsing sequence is calculated. Here, the mini-
mum operator is used for the intersection. Take (I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A2 Æ High) in the ﬁrst client’s browsing
sequence as an example. Its membership value is calculated as: min(0.8, 1.0) = 0.8. The results for all the other
client’s browsing sequences and candidate 2-itemsets can be derived in a similar fashion. If a candidate 2-item-
set appears more than once in a browsing sequence, then its maximum membership value in the browsing
sequence is used. Take the sequence (I4 Æ A1 Æ High, I4 Æ A3 Æ Middle) as an example. Its membership value in
the second browsing sequence is calculated as: max[min(1.0, 0.8), min(0.8,0.8)] = 0.8 since there are two
sub-sequences of (I4 Æ A1 Æ High, I4 Æ A3 Æ Middle) in that client’s browsing sequence. The scalar cardinality
(count) of each candidate 2-itemset is then found from all the browsing sequences. Results for this example
are shown in Table 5.
The support of each itemset in C2 is calculated as its count divided by 6. The supports of the candidate
2-itemsets are then checked against the predeﬁned minimum support value 40%. In this example, the ﬁve
2-itemsets, (I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A2 Æ High), (I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle), (I2 Æ A2 Æ High, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle),
(I3 Æ A3 Æ High, I3 Æ A4 Æ Middle) and (I4 Æ A1 Æ High, I4 Æ A3 Æ Middle) are large and kept in L2 (Table 6).Table 4
The set of large 1-itemsets L1 for this example
Itemset Support
(I2 Æ A1 Æ Low) 0.73
(I2 Æ A2 Æ High) 0.77
(I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle) 0.57
(I3 Æ A3 Æ High) 0.8
(I3 Æ A4 Æ Middle) 0.43
(I4 Æ A1 Æ High) 0.8
(I4 Æ A3 Æ Middle) 0.57
Table 5
The counts of the 2-itemsets in C2
Itemset Count
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ 4.0
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 3.4
ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 3.2
ðI3  A3 High;I3  A4 MiddleÞ 2.6
ðI4  A1 High;I4  A3 MiddleÞ 2.6
Table 6
The large itemsets and their supports in L2
Itemset Support
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ 0.67
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.57
ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.53
ðI3  A3 High;I3  A4 MiddleÞ 0.43
ðI4  A1 High;I4  A3 MiddleÞ 0.43
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Its support is calculated as 0.53, larger than 0.4. It is thus put in L3. Since L3 contains only one itemset, no
4-itemsets are formed and L4 is null. STEP 13 then begins. Each large sequence found so far is thought of
as a composite item and is put in the fuzzy inter-page large 1-sequence ðL01Þ. Table 7 shows the results.
z is set at 1, where z is used to represent the number of composite items in the inter-page sequences currently
being processed. The candidate set C0zþ1 is generated from L
0
z under the condition that z-1 items in the two
sequences to be processed in L0z are the same and with the same orders. Diﬀerent permutations represent dif-
ferent candidates. The algorithm then keeps in C0zþ1 the sequences which have all their sub-sequences of length
z existing in L0z . In this example, C
0
2 is ﬁrst generated from L
0
1 as follows: ½ðI2  A1  LowÞ; ðI2  A1  LowÞ,
½ðI2  A1  LowÞ; ðI2  A2 HighÞ; . . . ; ½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 High;I4  A3 MiddleÞ,
[(I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A2 Æ High, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle),(I2 Æ A1 Æ Low,I2 Æ A2 Æ High, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle)]. There are totally
169 candidates generated in C02.
The following substeps are executed for each newly formed candidate sequence. The fuzzy membership
value of a candidate 2-sequence in each client’s browsing sequence is ﬁrst calculated. Here, the minimum oper-
ator is used for intersection. Take [(I2 Æ A1 Æ Low), (I3 Æ A3 Æ High)] in the ﬁrst client’s browsing sequence as an
example. Its membership value is calculated as min(0.8,1.0), which is 0.8. The results for all the other clients’
browsing sequences and for all the other candidate 2-sequences can be derived in a similar fashion. If a can-
didate 2-sequence appears more than once in a browsing sequence, then its maximum membership value in the
browsing sequence is used. Take the candidate 2-sequence ½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ in the second
browsing sequence as an example. There are two sub-sequences of ½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ in the
browsing sequence. Its membership value is calculated as max½minð1:0; 1:0Þ;minð0:8; 1:0Þ, which is 1.0.
The scalar cardinality (count) of each candidate 2-sequence in all the browsing sequences is calculated. The
support of each candidate 2-sequence is calculated as its count divided by 6. These supports are then checked
against the predeﬁned minimum support value 0.4. In this example, the twenty-four 2-sequences shown in
Table 8 are large and kept in L2.
C03 is then generated from L
0
2 . Each candidate 3-sequence is then checked against the minimum support 0.4.
The large 3-sequences are shown in Table 9 and kept in L03 . No candidate 4-sequences are formed in this exam-
ple. L04 is thus null and STEP 18 then begins.
Linguistic intra-page association rules with conﬁdence values larger than or equal to k are derived from the
large itemsets L2 to Lr. In this example, r = 3. Assume the conﬁdence k was set at 0.8 in this example. There
are nine intra-page association rules output to users. The maximally large inter-page sequences from the large
sequences L02 to L
0
z are then found as the browsing patterns. In this example, z = 3. There are ﬁfteen large inter-
page browsing sequences found. After STEP 19, the two kinds of linguistic knowledge are found from the
given set of quantitative object-oriented web log data. The above rules and sequences obtained can then be
explained in a comprehensible way. For example, the association rule ‘‘If (I2 Æ A1 = Low and I2 Æ A2 = High),
then I2 Æ A3 = Middle ’’ with a conﬁdence factor of 0.8 can be explained as ‘‘If item I2 has a low amount of A1Table 7
The set of large inter-page composite 1-sequence L01
Sequence Support
ðI2  A1  LowÞ 0.73
ðI2  A2 HighÞ 0.77
ðI2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.57
ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.8
ðI3  A4 MiddleÞ 0.43
ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.8
ðI4  A3 MiddleÞ 0.57
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ 0.67
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.57
ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.53
ðI3  A3 High;I3  A4 MiddleÞ 0.43
ðI4  A1 High;I4  A3 MiddleÞ 0.43
ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.53
Table 8
The inter-page large sequences in L02
Sequences Support
½ðI2  A1  LowÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.57
½ðI2  A1  LowÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A2 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.6
½ðI2  A2 HighÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.47
½ðI2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.53
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A1  LowÞ 0.43
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A2 HighÞ 0.47
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.43
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.43
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.4
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ 0.4
½ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.67
½ðI4  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
Table 9
The inter-page large sequences in L03
Sequences Support
½ðI2  A1  LowÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A2 HighÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.47
½ðI2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 HighÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.43
½ðI2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.4
½ðI2  A1  Low;I2  A2 High;I2  A3 MiddleÞ; ðI4  A1 HighÞ; ðI3  A3 HighÞ 0.4
58 T.-P. Hong et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 47–61and a high amount of A2, then I2 will also have a middle amount of A3’’ with a conﬁdence factor of 0.8. The
browsing pattern [(I2 Æ A1 Æ Low, I2 Æ A3 Æ Middle), (I4 Æ A1 Æ High), (I3 Æ A3 Æ High)] can be explained as when the
web page I2 is browsed with a low amount of A1 and a middle amount of A3, then the web page I4 will be next
browsed with a high amount of A1. Next, the web page I3 will be browsed with a high amount of A3.6. Experimental results
The section reports on experiments made to show the eﬀects of the parameters on the proposed algorithm
for linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns. They were implemented
in JAVA on a Pentium-IV 2.6 GHz personal computer with 1 GB memory. There were 100 object-oriented
web pages, and each web page had four quantitative attributes. Data sets with diﬀerent numbers of customers
were run by the proposed algorithm. In each data set, the numbers of browsed web pages in customer
sequences were ﬁrst randomly generated. The web pages and their attribute values were then randomly
generated.
Experiments were ﬁrst performed to ﬁnd the relationships between numbers of rules or patterns and min-
imum supports when the minimum customer number was set at 800, the minimum conﬁdence was 0.3 and the
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intra-page association rules and inter-page browsing patterns are shown in Fig. 4.
It can be observed from Fig. 4 that increasing thresholds decreased the number of frequent sets and asso-
ciations discovered as is consistent with the properties of data mining. Note that the browsing patterns in
Fig. 4 do not include L01 . The number of linguistic inter-page browsing sequences was much larger than that
of linguistic intra-page association rules when the minimum support was smaller than about 0.04. This was
because the attribute number existing in a web page was less than the page number in the experiments. This
situation usually occurs in real applications. Linguistic intra-page association rules are internal relations
within a web page and linguistic inter-page browsing sequences are external relations among web pages.
Experiments were then performed to compare the results of diﬀerent numbers of customers. The relation-
ship between numbers of linguistic intra-page association rules or linguistic inter-page browsing patterns and
minimum support values along with diﬀerent numbers of customers is shown is Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, it is easily seen that the numbers of rules or patterns were nearly the same for diﬀerent num-
bers of customers since the minimum support and the minimum conﬁdence were set at ratios and independent
of customer numbers.
Fig. 6 then shows a comparison of the numbers of diﬀerent large itemsets for intra-page association rules
along with customer numbers. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the numbers of diﬀerent inter-page large
sequences along with customer numbers. All the lines in these two ﬁgures are nearly constant.
At last, the execution time for linguistic intra-page rules and linguistic inter-page patterns with the mini-
mum support value set at 0.05 along with diﬀerent numbers of customers for an average number of 10 quan-
titative object-oriented web pages in a client’s browsing sequence and a minimum conﬁdence value set at 0.3 is
shown in Fig. 8. It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the execution time increased along with the increase of customer
numbers. Besides, ﬁnding linguistic inter-page browsing patterns spent much more time than ﬁnding linguistic0
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60 T.-P. Hong et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 47–61intra-page association rules. This was because the number of web pages was usually larger than that of the
attributes. The second phase is thus the bottleneck of the proposed algorithm.
7. Conclusion and future work
This paper has proposed a new fuzzy object-oriented web-mining algorithm, which can process quantitative
web server logs to discover linguistic intra-page association rules and linguistic inter-page browsing patterns.
The proposed fuzzy algorithm is divided into two main phases. The ﬁrst phase is called the fuzzy intra-page
mining phase, in which linguistic large itemsets associated with the same pages but with diﬀerent quantitative
attributes are derived. The second phase is called the fuzzy inter-page mining phase, in which the large itemsets
derived from the composite items are used to represent the relationship among diﬀerent web pages. Both the
linguistic intra-page association rules and the linguistic inter-page browsing patterns can thus be easily derived
by the proposed algorithm at the same time. An example has also been given to illustrate the algorithm in
T.-P. Hong et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 47–61 61detail. Experimental results have shown the eﬀects of the parameters on the proposed algorithm. The numbers
of linguistic intra-page association rules are often smaller than those of linguistic inter-page browsing patterns
because the attribute number is usually less than the web page number in real applications. Finding linguistic
inter-page browsing patterns thus spends more time than ﬁnding linguistic intra-page association rules. In the
future, we will further generalize our approach to manage other diﬀerent mining problems.
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